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PRESS RELEASE 

 

DODONI 100% Greek products  

at Anuga 2019 
With presence in 52 countries, aiming to further increase exports  

Once again, DODONI, the top dairy company of Epirus, will be taking part in Anuga 2019, the 

international food and beverage trade fair taking place October 5-9th in Cologne, Germany. 

With more than 100 unique products, this year DODONI plans to introduce international 

visitors to the authentic flavour and exceptional quality that make its products special, as they 

are produced from pure ingredients and 100% Greek milk. 

The company representatives will meet with distributors and major retailers from all over the 

world at the trade fair with the aim of bolstering exports to new markets and countries, while 

highlighting products with high nutritional value that are directly linked to Greek cuisine, such 

as the popular DODONI PDO Feta, top-quality DODONI yoghurt, authentic haloumi cheese 

and traditional kefalograviera yellow cheese. 

More than 35 categories of DODONI products get transported to 52 countries daily and are 

sold at some of the largest supermarket chains abroad.  

Mr Vasilis Vrochidis, Exports Director at DODONI, said: “We are a company that produces 

exceptional quality products from pure ingredients. As proud ambassadors of Greek flavour 

and nutrition, our presence at Anuga 2019 this year will provide an opportunity for even more 

international customers and visitors to sample the authentic flavour of the DODONI products 

and understand why we feel proud for producing them, along with thousands of Greek and 

foreign consumers who honour them daily by serving them at their table. With our products 

already present in more than 50 countries all over the world, our goal over the next few years 

is to significantly increase our exports so that even more consumers globally can learn about 

the value and quality that the DODONI name represents.” 


